ELECTRONIC SAFETY AND SECURITY SYMBOLS

R/T DETECTOR, HEAT; LETTER INDICATES AS FOLLOWS:
R/T = COMBINATION
R/C = RATE COMPENSATION
R = RATE OF
F = FIXED TEMPERATURE RISE

H DETECTOR; LETTER INDICATES AS FOLLOWS:
BLANK = SMOKE DETECTOR
H = HEAT SMOKE
I = IONIZATION SMOKE
P = PHOTOELECTRIC SMOKE
IH = IONIZATION AND HEAT SMOKE
IP = IONIZATION AND PHOTOELECTRIC SMOKE
PH = PHOTOELECTRIC AND HEAT SMOKE
IPH = IONIZATION, PHOTOELECTRIC, AND HEAT

DETECTOR, SMOKE, FOR DUCT
DETECTOR, SWITCH LEVEL
FIRE ALARM STATION, MANUAL PULL
FIRE ALARM LINE = FA
ELECTROMAGNETIC TYPE DOOR HOLDER OUTLET
CITY FIRE ALARM MASTER STATION MTD 5’-6” [1676mm] AFF UNLESS NOTED.
FIRE ALARM TRANSMITTER (BASE LOOP) NUMERALS DENOTE CODE.
FIRE ALARM TROUBLE TRANSMITTER (BASE LOOP) NUMERALS DENOTE CODE.